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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new method for understanding utterances in spoken dialogue. The method is characterized
by an understanding rule that accepts an utterance sequence in which each utterance has its own speaker identiﬁer. This new idea enables the speech understanding
system to understand a dialogue composed of sequences of
short phrases each possibly uttered by diﬀerent speakers.
The method is also applied to a spoken dialogue system by
regarding the dialogue system itself as one of the speakers.
We give a formal description of the new dialogue understanding method. Sample behavior of a spoken dialogue
system with our new method is also presentend followed
by an evaluation in terms of the amount of dialogue description. The evaluation shows our method reduces the
amount of understanding state description.
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2.1

To cope with this problem, we propose a new method of
dialogue understanding. In this method, a dialogue understanding system accepts a sequence of short phrases as
inputs, where each phrase in the sequence is possibly uttered by diﬀerent speakers including the dialogue system
itself. A set of dialogue understanding rules that refer to
a sequence of utterances with speaker identiﬁers are incorporated to process those inputs. We describe our dialogue
understanding method in section 2, a sample dialogue system in section 3. Section 4 shows sample behavior and
some evaluatin of the system. Section 5 is a conclusion.

Formalization

Let z ∈ Z denote a speaker in a dialogue. Also, we deﬁne
w ∈ W as an utterance meaning associated with a certain
utterance unit such as a phrase or word, where W denotes
all meanings that could be uttered in a certain dialogue
domain. With z and w, we deﬁne an utterance x as
x = (w, z),

(1)

which we regard as an input to the dialogue understanding
system. We represent an understanding state of the system
as s ∈ S, where S denotes all possible internal states in
certain dialogue domain.
The system holds an utterance sequence X and a state
sequence S to process a dialogue. At time t, each sequence
is deﬁned by

INTRODUCTION

The main topic of this paper is spoken language dialogue
understanding. Conventional spoken dialogue systems are
designed to understand a single speaker’s utterances that
are long enough so that their meanings are clear after language processing [1, 5, 2]. However, in human-human dialogue, speakers change frequently. Although such changes
usually occur at sentence boundaries, sometimes they occur at the boundary of phrases within a sentence. It
is sometimes very diﬃcult to determine the meaning of
one speaker’s utterance by simply accounting for his/her
speech fragments. This is because the meaning of each
utterance may depend on the preceeding utterances of
the other speaker. In these cases, understanding of one
speaker’s utterance must be performed taking into account
with the other speaker’s utterances.

DIALOGUE UNDERSTANDING

Xt
St

=
=

{x1 , x2 , . . . , xt }
{s0 , s1 , s2 , . . . , st }

(2)
(3)

where s0 denotes the initial understanding state of the system. Time variable t starts from 1 and is incremented every time the system accepts an utterance x. The initial
sequences are:
S0 = {s0 },

X0 = {φ}

(4)

Every time the system accepts xt, it updates X and S with
the procedure in Fig. 1. In the procedure, R denotes a
set of dialogue understanding rules, which are described
in section 2.2. Function f extracts a set of rules Ωt ∈ R
whose elements can be applied to Xt and St−1. Function
g selects an appropriate rule rt ∈ Ωt . The rule rt that
is applied to Xt and St−1 generates a new understanding
state st.

2.2

Dialogue understanding rule

A dialogue understanding rule r is described as follows:
r

= (p, e, U)
p, e ∈ S

(5)

Here, p means a premise to apply rule r, and e denotes a
result after applying rule r. An utterance sequence pattern

1. Xt = {Xt−1 , xt }

Dialogue System

2. Ωt = f(R, Xt , St−1)

Dialogue Understanding
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3. if Ωt = φ then
rt = g(Ωt )
st = rt (Xt , St−1)
else
st = st−1

Xt = x1 x2 x3 ... xt
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Figure 1: procedure to update understanding state
U has an arbitrary length that depends on each rule, and
has the form of utterance seqnence S.
(u1 , u2 , u3 , ..., um )
ui = (vi , yi )
vi ∈ W, yi ∈ Z

=
=

(7)
(8)

st−m
(xt−m+1 , xt−m+2 , ..., xt )

If Ωt contains more than one rule, function g selects one
rule rt which will be applied to Xt and St−1. et that rt
addreses becomes the new understanding state st. Fig. 2
shows the way the system applies a rule. Here, dashed utterances and dashed states have no eﬀect on the evaluation
of (7) and (8).

2.3

Characteristics

This new method has three features. (1) It receives a
speaker identiﬁer with each utterance. (2) It accounts
for the speaker of each utterance to understand the input sequence. (3) It imposes no constraint on the length
of the utterance sequence. These features result in two
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Figure 3: dialogue system overview

(6)

At each time t, the function f selects every r that satisﬁes
conditions (7) and (8) with the context Xt and St−1 .
p
U

Semantic
Representation
Speech

5. t = t + 1

=

R

St = s0 s1 s2 s3 ... st

4. St = {St−1 , st }

U

Dialogue
Understanding
Rules

)

advantages. One is that it provides a general structure of
dialogue understanding rules that can handle multi party
dialogues. The other is that it allows us to apply dialogue understanding rules to a sequence with more than
two concepts or utterances, which cannot be modeled by
adjacency pairs [4] or dialogue state [5]. For example, a
typical interaction at the opening or closing of a dialogue
can contain more than two utterances.

3

DIALOGUE SYSTEM

3.1

system definition

Although the dialogue understanding method described
above can handle multi party dialogue by generalized
speaker identiﬁer z, we can also adopt it to a dialogue
between a user and a dialogue system under following constraint.
Z = {U ser, System}

(9)

Fig. 3 shows an architecture of a dialogue system using our
dialogue understanding method. In this architecture, most
of the domain dependent knowledge to understand dialogue is given in the dialogue understanding rules, whereas
most of the dialogue understanding module works independently of the domain knowledge1 . The response generation
module receives the current understanding state from the
dialogue understanding module and outputs one or several
meanings sequentialy in a certain semantic representation
form. The meanings are not only input to the language
generation module and then to the TTS module, but also
to the dialogue understanding module after they are gathered with user utterances. We do not discuss about the
ASR, parsing, language generation and the TTS because
these functions are out of the scope of this paper.

3.2

Task settings

We have implemented a simple “weather information service” task. The task is to recieve three kinds of informa-

Figure 2: Applying a rule

1 Function

g may be domain dependent.

Table 1: Word features and their values
Wcat
Wmea
Wmod

place, day, type, discourse
Tokyo, Osaka, ..., today, Monday,...
temperture, weather,...
assert, question, confirm, ...

tion and conﬁrm each of them. The three kinds of information are 1) place, 2) day of the week and 3) type of
information.2 We omitted the function for explaining actual weather forecast data for simplicity. We used a frame
structure that consists of six attribute-value pairs as a dialogue understanding state [3]. Three of the attributes
(place, day, type) are used to represent each kind of information, while the rest of the attributes (pf, df, tf) are used
as conﬁrmation ﬂags. The ﬂags take either T(conﬁrmed)
or F(not conﬁrmed). The formal description of a dialogue
understanding state is as follows.
s
s0

=
=

(place, pf, day, df, type, tf)
(null, F, null, F, null, F)

(10)
(11)

We use a feature set to represent an utterance meaning
w. We incorporate three features: wcat ∈ Wcat as a word
category, wmea ∈ Wmea as a word meaning, wmod ∈ Wmod
as a modality.
w = (wcat , wmea , wmod ) ∈ W

rule 1
p1
e1
U1

( *p F *d *df *t *tf)
( *x F *d *df *t *tf)
( ( place *x assert Usr ) )

rule 2
p2
e2
U2

( *p *pf *d F *t *tf)
( *p *pf *x F *t *tf)
( ( day *x assert Usr ) )

rule 3
p3
e3
U3

( *p *pf *d *df *t F)
( *p *pf *d *df *x F)
( ( type *x assert Usr ) )

rule 4
p4
e4
U4
rule 5
p5
e5
U5

rule 6
p6
e6
U6

(12)

Table 1 shows some of the feature values.

3.3

rules

Fig. 4 shows several dialogue understanding rules. Here, a
symbol starting with ’*’ is a variable that takes the same
value in the rule, ’*’ only is a wild card, and has no eﬀect
on the evaluations of (7) and (8). The evaluations of (7)
and (8) were performed by a matching algorithm. Since
we use a feature set as the meaning of a word, an utterance
ui ∈ U has four elements that consists of three features and
a speaker identiﬁer. For example, rule 4 makes the value
of the place attribute null and the pf attribute F if any of
the speakers uttered place ∗x under the condition that the
value of the attribute place is ∗x and if an utterance from
User with modality “deny” has followed. The total number
of dialogue understanding rules for this system was 38.

3.4

rule 7
p7
e7
U7

rule n

2 Such

as weather, rainfall probability, temprature, etc.
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Figure 4: dialogue understanding rules

time
t-2

Other modules

We set the function g to select a rule with the longest
utterance pattern U among Ωt . This comes from a heuristics that the longer the contexts with which a system is
concerned, the more accurate the understanding results
become. The utterance generation module consists of several primitive rules. It consults with the current state st
and generates a question or conﬁrmation if any of the attributes place, date, type has a value null or any of the
attributes pf, df, tf has a value F.

( *x
* *d *df *t *tf)
( null F *d *df *t *tf)
( ( place *x
- *
)
( discourse deny - Usr ) )

t-1

t

speaker
/kyouno/tokyono/tenkidesune?
S1
Do you want to know today’s weather in Tokyo?
(Tokyo F today F weather F)
/e?/
U1
huh?
(null F today F weather F)
/bashoha/dokodesuka?/
S2
of which place do you want to know the weather?
(null F today F weather F)

Figure 5: example dialogue

time
t-2
t-1
t

speaker
/kyouno/tokyono/tenkidesune?/
S1
Do you want to know today’s weather in Tokyo?
(Tokyo F today F weather F)
/iie/
U1
No
(null F null F null F)
/osakadesu/
U2
Osaka, please
(Osaka F today T null T)

Figure 6: example dialogue2
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4.1

Table 2: comparison between two systems
domain states
dialogue progress states
rule number
mean rule length

proposed
8
8
38
2.9

conventional
8
28
53
1

EXAMPLE AND EVALUATION
Example dialogue

Fig. 5 shows an example dialogue between a user and a
system in Japanese. In each turn, Japanese utterances are
in the ﬁrst line and the dialogue understanding state is in
the third line. The slash denotes an utterance unit boundary with roughly phrase level granuality. The italic part
in S1 means that the response generation module outputs
the meaning, but it was not actually output3 from TTS
because of the barge-in U1 . In this example, U1 means
the understanding of place = “tokyo” is incorrect. If we
regard only user utterances as system inputs, we have to
prepare local understanding states that denote meanings
the system has uttered step by step to understand U1 correctly.
In our method, on the other hand, rule 4 is applied at t−1.
Both the system utterance “tokyono” and U1 are taken
into accounted in rule 4 so that U1 is correctly interpreted
without additional understanding states.
Fig. 6 shows a rule application where the rule has longer
utterance sequence pattern. At time t − 1, rule 6 interprets utterance U1 as negating the entire conﬁrmation the
system has just uttered in S1 . However, at time t, rule 7
interprets the sequence S1 ,U1 ,U2 to negate only the place
category. The interpretation of rule 6 at t−1 doesn’t eﬀect
the condition of rule 7 at t.

4.2

our method requires a sequence of utterances in each dialogue understanding rule as a domain dependent data. A
study of the trade-oﬀ between rule length and the number
of states remains as a future work.

Evalueation

Here, we compare dialogue systems with a conventional
understanding method and with ours. A conventional
method means it regards only user utterances as system
input, but has the same ability to handle dialogue that
can be processed by our system. We counted the number of states, the number of state transition rules, and
computed mean rule length. We diﬀerentiate states into
two types. One is to describe domain dependent information, and the other is to describe dialogue progress. For
example, a value of attribute place is domain dependent
information whereas, a value of attribute pf states dialogue progress. Table 2 shows the conventional method
requires that many local contexts be described. However,
3 Note that the order of meanings are diﬀerent between
Japanese utterance and English one. This example is a Japanese
dialogue.

5

CONCLUSION

We proposed a new dialogue understanding method in order to handle spoken language dialogue that consists of
short utterances. In this method, we assume a sequence of
utterances, each possibly uttered by diﬀerent speakers, as
a system input. This framework provides a general structure of dialogue understanding rules that can handle multi
party dialogues. We used our method in a spoken dialogue
system under a simple constraint on a set of speakers, and
showed the behavior of the system. A comparison between
a conventional dialogue understanding method and ours
showed that our method needs less system description of
dialogue progress.
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